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Elizabeth Buckley has been in love with Edward Monk for most of her life. Unfortunately he's only

ever had eyes for her older, prettier sister. Five years after he left the village to make himself worthy

of a Buckley, their lives intersect. This time, she's determined to make him see her and bed her.All

Edward has to do is convince the girl he loves to set aside her betrothed and wed him instead.

When her betrothed becomes tangled in a web of lies and murder, it's up to Edward to untangle

him. If only he could keep his mind on the task, and not get distracted by the wrong Buckley girl. As

lies unravel and the Buckleys are brought to the brink of ruin, Edward must make the ultimate

sacrifice, or risk losing everything he's worked so hard for.The books in the Assassins Guild series

are: #1 The Charmer #2 The Rebel #3 The Saint #4 The Sinner
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c j archer 4 book series...6 to 8 hr. read....so well worth the read! not a time period i usually follow

but she did such a tremendous job she pulled me into not only reading all four books but i fell in love

with the characters, stories and the time period (which is where the problem would normally have

been on me purchasing said series)...if you truly get into your books and try to understand "the

whole nine yards have a dictionary handy that covers 1598/9 terminology! you will thoroughly enjoy



these characters, their friendships and bonds towards each other.

Loved this third book in the Assassins series. Elizabeth and Monk are perfect for one another and

though at times he frustrated me, lol, it wasn't enough to want to throw my Kindle across the room,

haha. The plot was great and the twists were unexpected. I enjoyed the book very much.

Another story well done with brief glimpses of people and scenes from book one and book two. So

far, each of the three books have had a completely different story but continue to tie into each other.

I just have to read book 4 because to me that character has been the most interesting character of

all and I want to see his story.

Well written and engaging plot. I enjoyed this, and the other two books in the series, so much that I

found myself looking for more books by C.J. Archer. Each books has strong characters, both male

and female, with an authentic historical feel.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book, and the whole series thus far. The characters are fun, sort of a Star

Chamber group of Justice Leaguers...meting out justice by assassination when needed...but only

after investigation. The plots revolve more about the consequences after an action or more has

taken place...so these are romances, not action thrillers.

All the assassins Guild novels were great reads, Durning a very bad winter here in Iowa USA they

wre just what the doctor ordered. starting with the Charmer, than the Rebel and than the Saint, kept

me from going canin crazy untill spring. I would recommend all of J.C. Archer's books starting with

The Kiss of Ash, I can tell you now from a mans point of view,"You wont be sorry.Gerry Clark

Retired U.S. Navy Seal

I have read all books in this series. I recommend you do the same, although you could read them as

a stand alone. The Saint sees another assassin find love. Who'd love this group of men? The book

has a thrilling plot. My favorite quote from the book is, "...he couldn't drag his gaze away from her

eyes...they had been clouded with tears gifand shadows, now they shone like bright stars. Mischief

danced in them, teasing, luring. He braced himself against the onslaught of sudden desire rushing

through him. Or tried to."C.J. Archer is a gifted writer and you would enjoy the entire series. Read 1)

The Charmer, 2) The Rebel, 3) The Saint, 4) The Sinner. I did.
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